


Archangel Metatron  
& Clear Quartz 

______   Power ______

I embrace the opportunity to 
explore a healthy relationship to 
personal power. This supports 
my spiritual journey to fulfil 

my destiny for the benefit of all 
beings. I choose to express my 

power in a way that is respectful, 
merciful and kind toward myself 
and others. I utilise my growing 
power to awaken my boldness 
and confidence. I recognise the 

inevitability of my divine fulfilment.





 Archangel Remiel
& Aragonite 

______   Rest ______

I embrace rest to promote the healing 
of mind, body and soul. Sacred 

rest is my path to the restoration, 
replenishment and aliveness that 

allows me to serve my highest 
purpose for the longest time, which 

ultimately brings benefit to all 
beings. I inspire others through my 
choices – respecting healthy limits 
and giving to myself with wisdom 

and compassion. Continually 
replenishing myself allows me to 

give freely and generously to others.





Archangel Anael
& Pink Calcite

______   Acceptance ______

Acceptance is my pathway to 
transformation. Acceptance allows 

me to see with clarity and make 
choices that are wise, effective and 

healing. I choose to grow through my 
experiences, trusting in the blessings 
revealed according to divine timing 

and higher wisdom. As I acknowledge 
what is, I become capable of attracting 

inspired solutions that rapidly 
advance my spiritual empowerment. 
I now attain higher understanding 

and access the practical wisdom 
within, finding the best way forward.





Archangel Melchizedek
& Selenite

______   Divine Perfection ______

I bow to the higher will unfolding 
in all things, at all times. I feel peace 

growing in my heart and mind.
I move closer to the divine heart of 
the Universe, where there is only 
love and grace, encouragement 
and respect. There are so many 

healing blessings for me now. I let 
go of what has been with serenity, 
and I unconditionally trust in the 

goodness of what is unfolding.





Angel Iahel
& Labradorite

______   Individuality ______

I delight in being me. I embrace my 
quirks and eccentricities. When I am 
truly myself, I come from a place of 

self-love that allows others to receive 
and love me. As I discover and express 

my true self, I step fully onto my life 
path and fulfil my higher purpose.

As I love and honour my real nature,
I listen to my intuition and 

give priority to what matters 
most to my soul. 


